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No study using visual stimuli has unequivocally
demonstrated that irrelevant information interferes more
with childrens 1 performances . than it does with those of
adults. Eighteen Ss in each of four age groups (six-,
nine-, twelve-year olds and adults) each sorted, as
quickly as possible, thirteen decks of twenty four cards
apiece into two predetermined, clearly marked piles. Each
deck was defined by one relevant dimension; and zero,
one, or two irrelevant dimensions. Three binary dimensions
were used: form, line orientation and position of a star.
Additional Ss—ages seven, eight, ten and eleven—sorted
decks with zero and two irrelevant dimensions. The tem-
poral magnitude of the interference effect decreased
nearly uniformly as a function of increasing age. The
percent of cases of interference, however, remained high
(70-80#) until age twelve, then fell to the low adult
level (4-8$). There were significant age x relevant
dimension and relevant dimension x amount of irrelevant
information interaction effects. The results support
the hypothesis that children younger than age twelve
process more information than is necessary for task
performance; with increasing age they process the infor-
mation more quickly. After age twelve children are able
to block out irrelevant information so that it no longer
interferes with their performances.
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INTRODUCTION
Overview . The present study concerns the develop-
ment of selective attention. Since each organism is sur-
rounded by a greater array of stimulation at any given
moment than it can process and respond to, it seems
clear that some process of stimulus selection is critical
to the organism's effective functioning. Simon (1972, p. 3)
has emphasized that "The human information processor is
always struggling with the limits of his own processing
and storing capabilities in the face of a wealth of
information to be process and stored." The process of
stimulus selection, loosely termed "attention", has been
viewed by many as the central "nerve of the whole psychol-
ogical system" (Titchener, 1908, p. 171). However, although
William James boldly decleard that "everyone knows what
attention is" (1890, p. 403), investigators have come to
little agreement about an adequate definition of attention
or a model relating it to the more general phenomenon of
perception. For James attention was "the taking possession
by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of one out of what
seem simultaneously possible objects or trains of thought"
(1890, pp. 403-404). The success of positivistic behavior-
ism, however, in the late 1920' s began a thirty year dearth
of attempts to conceptualize the "mentalistic" phenomenon
2of attention.
With the publication of Broadbent ' s Perception and
Communication (1958), the study of attention returned to
the realm of scientific respectibility. In particular, a
growing number of researchers began adopting the view that
"to explain human behavior is to construct theories of
the information processes that underlie behavior" (Simon,
1972, p. 22). As a product of this new perspective, a
wealth of experimental data served to make more complex,
rather than to clarify, our understanding of the phenome-
non termed "attention 11 . Moray (1969* P» 5) has written:
"Attention is a word with a great many very
varied meanings, applicable to a very wide
range of phenomena, many of them obviously
central to an understanding of a human and
animal behavior...."
i
Moray has stlso proposed seven subdivisions of the con-
cept of attention: mental concentration, vigilance,
selective attention, search, activation, set and the
process of analysis-by-synthesis described by Neisser (1967)
Moray defined selective attention (1969, p. 6) as the
"problem faced by a person who is receiving several mes-
sages at once and is trying to select only one of them
to accept and respond to."
This study concerns selective attention, particularly
the often cited finding that irrelevant information inter-
feres more with children's performances than it does with
3those of adults; that "selective attention, focusing on
the wanted information, seems to mature developmentally"
(Gibson, 1969, p. 4-59). This conclusion has been reached
through interpretation of results of numerous research
paradigms, most of them borrowed from the literature invol-
ving adult subjects. Those studies that concerned the orien-
tation of sensory receptors—e.g., eye movements— to select
among various inputs, show that the ability to efficiently
and strategically select information from a complex array
does increase with age (Vurpillot, 1968). However, the data
from studies involving less overt selection—e.g., by inter-
nal processes—are often open to numerous interpretations,
It is here suggested that the only studies of selective
attention which satisfy Moray's definition and which support
the conclusion that children's performances suffer more inter
ference from irrelevant information than do adults', used
auditory stimuli. No unconfounded developmental evidence
based on visual stimuli exists concerning the interaction
of age with the effects af irrelevant information. This
study investigated the possibility of this interaction.
Dichotic Listening . The dichotic listening paradigm
has been used to demonstrate that, when receiving several
simultaneous auditory messages, children are less able
than are adults to select and respond to one particular mes-
sage. Many of these studies present numerous simultaneous
pairs of stimuli before requiring recall, thus involving
both attention and short-term memory. These studies will
4not be reviewed here. Treisman (1964a, 1964b) has shown
that adults can easily listen selectively to one of two
simultaneous messages which differ in spatial location or
voice quality, but not when they differ in semantic content.
Maccoby and Konrad (1966) presented binaurally (both
messages in both ears) and on another occasion dichotically
(two different messages in each ear) twenty-three simultan-
eous pairs of words to children in kindergarten, second
and fourth grades (mean ages of 5*8, 7«8 and 9.9 years,
respectively). The stimulus words varied systematically
.
in number of syllables. In the dichotic presentation, a
man's voice repeated all the stimuli presented to one ear,
and a woman's voice all those presented to the other ear,
for each child. The first time through, the child was to
repeat the word spoken by the man following each pair of
words; and, on the second run, the words associated with
the woman's voice. It is noteworthy that the preparatory
set adopted at the beginning of a series of trials allowed
the children to pair side of the head and sex of the speaker
for all the trials.
The results showed that older children made more
efficient use of the preparatory set in that the number
of correct reports increased with age. Also, there was a
decline in the number of intrusive errors as a function
of age, younger children more often reported the
words spoken only by the voice they were told to ignore.
5For all age groups, recall scores were higher
under dichotic presentation, and there was no change with
age in the advantage derived from this means of presenta-
tion. For all grades combined, Ss made more correct
responses when listening to multisyllable than to mono-
syllable words. Also, this difference was significantly
greater for older children. Correct recall of monosylla-
bic words alone, however, improved from kindergarten
(5.8 years) to grade two (7«8 years), then levelled off.
In a second study (Maccoby and Knorad, 1967) the
effects of pre- vs. post-stimulus cueing were investigated.
The predictions concerning developmental trends in the
relative improvement associated with pre- and post-stimu-
lus cueing followed two lines of reasoning. First, there
is some evidence in the literature which suggests that
i
younger children have greater difficulty than older chil-
dren in holding and utilizing a preparatory set. From this
viewpoint, the preparatory signal used in their study would
not greatly improve the performances of younger children
relative to their post-stimulus cueing levels (or at least
the effects would not be as great as in the case of older
Ss.) On the other hand, the opposite prediction is also
possible. It might be emphasized that, in the post-stimu-
lus cueing condition, S must hold in memory the entire set
of messages. If younger children have more limited memory
6spans, or use their memory Spans less efficiently, then
the post-stimulus condition should become pregressively
less difficult with age.
A man's voice and woman's voice were again used and
sex of speaker was consistently paired with channel (ear).
The stimuli were either pairs of two-syllable words varying
in familiarity (Study 1 ) or pairs of two-word phrases
classified according to their "sequential probability" or
order of approximation to the English language (Study 2).
These stimuli were presented over two loudspeakers rather
than through earphones. The results confirmed the earlier
finding in that, through the age range from kindergarten
(approximate age 5) through the sixth grade (approximate
age 12) there was an improvement in the ability to give an
accurate report of one of two simultaneous verbal messages.
The improvement with age was greater for high sequentially
probable phrases, suggesting that one factor underlying
the improvement in selective listening is increasing famil-
iarity with the probabilities of the language. Interestingly,
the results did not reveal any differences among age groups
in the extent to which familiarity of stimulus words affec-
ted performance. Ss 1 recall was more accurate when a
In order to facilitate comparisons among studies, through-
out this paper, for studies in which the Ss 1 grade level,
rather than age, was given; the ages invoTved have been
approximated according to the formula: Grade 1 = age 6,
Grade 2 age 7#. .College Freshman » age 18, and so forth.
7pre-stimulus rather than post-stimulus cue was presented,
but the magnitude of this effect did not significantly
vary with the familiarity of the stimuli, their sequen-
tial probability, or, consistently, upon the ages of the
Ss. The relative stability of this phenomenon over ages
was not expected, yet differences may have been masked
by the stimulus variables chosen for this study. For
example, a considerable portion of the children were able
to reach perfect performance for one-word pairs, regard-
less of the presence of preparatory set. Successive
retapings of the stimuli until the sounds were "somewhat
blurred" was found to be necessary in order to reduce to
chance performance in post-stimulus cueing.
In a third study (Maccoby and L6,ifer, 1*968) subjects
in the first, third, fifth and seventh grades were presen-
ted pairs of sequential or non-sequential phrases of vary-
ing lengths (three to five words). Again the design .
involved a male and a female voice, each consistently
paired with channel. Ss were first asked to repeat what
one voice said when the second voice was silent. The Ss
were then asked to select one voice when the second voice
was present. The difference between these scores was
taken to indicate the magnitude of the interference
effect. This difference was much greater for younger
children than for older children and this was true for
both the easy and the more difficult stimuli.
8An interesting discrepancy within the dichotic
listening results concerns sex differences in the recall
of the correct voice (Maccoby and Leifer, 1968). Maccoby
and Konrad (1966), presenting simultaneous pairs of single
words, found that girls showed slight (non-significant)
superiority, and there was no interaction of sex of
subject with sex of the speaker's voice. On the other
hand, Maccoby and Konrad (1967) » again using pairs of
single words, found that boys performed slightly better
than girls, and again no interaction with the sex of the
speaker's voice. In their study involving two-word phrases
Maccoby and Konrad (1967) found no over-all sex differences
and no interaction with the sex of the speaker's voice.
Maccoby and Leifer (1968) , however, found that girls', per-
formances were significantly superior to boys'; they also
i
found a significant sex of S x sex of voice interaction.
Maccoby (1967) has summarized the results of the
dichotic listening studies thus:
"The ability to listen selectively (to select
a wanted message when more than one message
is available) increases with age through the
range 5 through 12. It seems clear that an
important factor in this increasing skill is
the growth of language abilities."
(pp. 122-123)
Pick and Pick (1970) * however, after reviewing the
same literature, concluded that:
9"developmental differences in selective
listening may not be unequivocally interpret-
able since the process of selective listening
is not completely understood for adults."
(p. 822)
Visual Search . A number of paradigms involving
visual stimuli have yielded results interpreted as demon-
strating an interaction of age with the interfering effects
of irrelevant information. One such paradigm has involved
visual search. In this procedure, originally designed by
Neisser (1965) i the S was asked to search for a specified
target letter contained in rows of letters of varying
similarity to the target. This kind of design made it
possible to calculate the amount of time taken to process
each letter and to study the effects of such variables as
age, number of targets, and confusability of the contextual
i
letters. It is of note that in these studies the variable
confusability was defined by the number of distinctive
features shared by the target and background items; con-
fusability varied, by definition, directly with the number
of features shared with the target, and was hypothesized
to vary directly with search time.
Gibson and Yonas (1966a) used this search task with
children, grades two, four and six, and with college sqj£b$-
mores. They hypothesized that the ability to filter incoming
information from the environment increases as a function
of age. Therefore, systematic search for the relevant
10
target and filtering-out of irrelevant contextual stimuli
(or the efficient selection of critical features) would
lead to shorter search times for older children. In this
study, Ss searched for one or two target letters in a low
confusion background
—
, searched for G or R in lists
of L, K, V, M, X and A. In a third condition Ss searched
for one target letter contained in a high confusion back-
ground—i«e_. , searched for G in lists of B, Q, C, J and
R. Search time decreased with age on all three tasks. Also,
at all age levels, searching for two targets took no
longer than searching for one target. Importantly, while
there was a significant difference between high- and low-
confusion conditions, the highly confusing visual context
increased search times uniformly across all age levels.
As in many developmental performance studies, individual
differences between Ss, especially in the younger age
groups, were marked. These differences interacted signi-
ficantly with the conditions of the study, being greatest
when younger Ss performed the high confusion task.
Gibson and Yonas (1966b) attempted to clarify the
results of their first study. They hypothesized that younger
children's greater search times may have resulted from
more explicit vocalization while processing the letters.
To test this possibility, they presented a high or a low
confusability auditory background (male voice reading letters
letters, heard over earphones) to these groups.
11
The task was basically the same as in Gibson and
Yonas (1966 a) except that all subjects searched for




confusability; and high-visual, low-auditory confusa-
bility. The Ss were third grade children and college
sophomores.
It was found that the highly confusing auditory
context had little effect on either age group. In all
conditions search time was greater for the children.
Moreover, unlike the results of Gibson and Yonas (1966 a),
the highly confusing visual context had a greater effect
on younger subjects. They interpreted their results as
weakening the hypothesis that visually perceived letters
are encoded to acoustic representations as they are scanned.
Also, they hypothesized that the results of their first
study (that a highly confusing visual context had the
same effect on search time at all age levels) may
possibly have been due to uncontrolled order effects in
that study. In their first study all Ss first searched
for letters in the low-confusion condition, thus an
age x confusability interaction may have been masked.
Gibson and Yonas (1966 b) interpreted their results
as suggesting that the effects of visual interference on
a visual scanning task were greater for children than for
adults. However, Vurpillot (1968) has shown that
12
young children have a relatively poor ability to system-
atically scan a stimulus field and that significant
variability exists in Ss between five and nine years
of age. That Gibson and Yonas had no precise control
over their Ss 1 search strategies allows for some doubt
about their findings. Furthermore, this finding contra-
indicates use of this paradigm with younger Ss.
Incidental Learning . A number of learning tasks,
most often incidental and discrimination learning tasks,
have also been used to investigate the effects of irrele-
vant information on the processing of visual stimuli.
In the incidental learning research it is reasoned
that if the child's perception is not as selective as
that of an older person, then the young child should
attend to more task-irrelevant features of a stimulus
display and thus do more incidental learning. Two types
of incidental learning paradigms have been differentiated
by Postman (1964). In type one studies, Ss are exposed
to the stimulus material but given no specific instruc-
tions to learn. After this experience, Ss ' retention of
the stimulus materials is tested unexpectedly. In type
two studies, Ss are given learning instructions concerning
material relevant to the central task and then exposed
during the learning period to cues which were not included
in the instructions and which are not relevant to the
specified task. Most incidental learning studies with
13
children have involved some variant of the type two
paradigm. Numerous studies conducted using these pro-
cedures have produced conflicting, results
Stevenson (195*0
*
using a type one task with
children of ages three to six years found that the amount
of incidental learning increased with age. This study is
interesting because it involved Ss younger than those
used in other incidental learning studies.
Maccoby and Hagen (1965) , using an older group of
children in a type two procedure, extended these findings.
This often cited study served to stimulate a series of
similar studies. They tested children in grades one, three,
five and seven on a memory task of pictures presented on
cards. Each S was shown picture cards with familiar figures
sc00 "ter ) presented on distinctively colored backgrounds.
j
The cards were then turned over and S was asked to point
to the back of the card whose background color matched
a color chip displayed by E (the central task). After a
"~
i
series of trials the child was asked to identify the
\
pictures which appeared with each background color (the
incidental recall task). Also, half the Ss in each age
,
i
group were in a distraction condition. During the task
I
(but not during incidental recall) these Ss heard a tape
of piano music having a melody of high notes interrupted
aperiodically by single bass notes. The Ss in this con-
dition were required to tap the table whenever they heard
a bass note. It was argued that such a distraction would
create a situation of a demanding information load which
would stimulate S to give up intake of some other infor-
mation. It was found that: first, recall scores on the
central task increased significantly with age; second,
that recall of task irrelevant (incidental) material
showed essentially no change through grades one to five,
but showed a sharp decline between grades five and seven;
third, that distraction impaired performance on the central
task to a similar degree at all age levels; fourth, that
distraction had no significant effect on incidental recall
at any age level; and fifth, that the central and inciden-
tal recall scores were not correlated for Ss in grades
one to five but were positively correlated for Ss in grade
seven. It is noteworthy that the effect of distraction on
central and incidental recall was confounded by the presence
of the distractor during the central but not the incidental
recall. Since Stevenson (195*0 reported an increase in
incidental learning in Ss younger than those used in the
Maccoby and Hagen study (1965)* Maccoby and Hagen suggested
that incidental learning increases during the early ages
when children are learning to categorize, code and label
objects; that is, developing processes which enable them
to attend simultaneously to several features in a situation.
Younger children, they contended, process more information
than is necessary to adequately perform the central task
15
because of some deficiency in selective filtering ability.
This is then followed at approximately ten to twelve
years of age by a period of development of the ability
to select out undesired stimuli.
Maccoby and Hagen (1965) hypothesized that under
conditions demanding much information input their
distraction condition) older children should be much more
efficient than younger children at giving up irrelevant,
incidental information. Two aspects of this study, however,
did not confirm this hypothesis: 1) distraction had no
effect on incidental recall at any age, and 2) a negative
correlation between central and incidental recall scores
was not found for the older children.
Siegel and Stevenson (1966) used an elaborate type
two paradigm involving a standard three-choice successive
l
discrimination problem presented in three phases. Confirmin
the results of Maccoby and Hagen (1965) * the incidental
learning scores were a curvilinear function of age, increas
ing slightly between ages seven and twelve, then declining
through ages thirteen and fourteen. Unexpectedly, however,
the adults showed a significantly higher amount of inciden-
tal learning than all other groups.
Hagen (1967) used a type two procedure similar to that
of Maccoby and Hagen (1965) j Ss in grades one, three, five
and sevenj and materials of a "less child-like" nature.
The recall of task relevant material increased regularly
with age level. Distraction had no effect on the recall of
irrelevant iraformation except at the highest grade level.
Furthermore, the central and incidental recall scores were
uncorrelated at the younger ages (approximately six to
eleven); but, unlike the results of Maccoby and Hagen
(1965) i the recall scores were significantly negatively
correlated at the seventh grade level (approximate age thir
teen)
.
It must be noted that in both the Maccoby and Hagen
(1965) and the Hagen (1967) studies, the central task
(recall) was performed after each stimulus presentation;
but the incidental recall was not measured until all
the presentations were completed. Such a memory factor
might have a differential effect with age; hence, what was
considered a central-incidental variable might have been
j
a difference in' the time of the two memory measures.
Hagen and Sabo (1967)$ using a procedure similar to
Naccoby and Hagen (1965) * did not require recall of either
the central or incidental material until all presentations
were completed. Pour grade levels were used in this study:
three, five, seven and nine. Three tasks of varying diffi-
culty (memory load) were involved. The shape of the inci-
dental learning curve varied as a function of the task
involved but in general incidental recall remained essen-
tially unchanged over age. Contrary to the E's hypothesis,
the correlation between incidental and central recall was
17
best for the oldest Ss.
Drucker and Hagen (1969) * using a type two paradigm
similar to that of Maccoby and Hagen (1965), varied the
discriminability between the relevant and irrelevant
stimuli. The Ss were children in grades four, six and
eight. The stimulus cards contained two pictures , one of
an animal and one of a household object. The discrimin-
ability between the relevant and the irrelevant aspects
of the task was manipulated by varying the relationship
between the pictures; spaced or contiguous, alternating
or non-alternating spatial positions. A curvilinear rela-
tionship between the amount of incidental learning and
age, peaking at age twelve, was found in the contiguous
-alternating condition (the arrangement most closely
resembling that used in previous studies). Only the spacing
as a main effect was significant, and only then for the
oldest two groups of children. Increasing the discrimin-
ability between the relevant and irrelevant information
significantly affected only the incidental recall. Drucker
and Hagen concluded that the change responsible for the
development of selective information processing did not
involve improved visual discrimination. Furthermore, on
the basis of the results of a post-test questionnaire, they
concluded that the superior encoding strategies—focused
visual scanning and specific verbal labeling—of which
older children were capable enabled them to focus on
18
task-relevant information.
Two incidental learning studies have involved the
use of moving pictures (a film) as the stimulus. Both of
these studies used a type one procedure; the children
viewed the film casually, then were tested with specific
information and evaluation questions. Adult Judges rated
the questions beforehand to determine whether they dealt
with central or incidental content. Collins (1970) used
Ss in grades three, six, seven and nine, while Hale, Miller
and Stevenson (1968) used Ss in grades three to seven and
a group of adults (approximate age ninteen). Both studies
showed that recall of central material increased over age,
while the recall of incidental material increased until
approximately age twelve to thirteen, then decreased there-
after. However, in the Collins (1970) study the difference
scores between the two recall measures did not vary signi-
ficantly as a function of age level. Also, the results
of the Hale Miller and Stevenson (1968) study showed sig-
nificant sex effects, all scores tending to be higher for
girls. Girls did more incidental learning at all ages
except the adult level. More interestingly, the results of
the Hale, Miller and Stevenson (1968) study showed that the
curvilinear relationship between incidental recall and age
(peaking at age twelve) was only present for recall on
questions involving verbal content, such as names, ver-
balized content, and verbalized peripheral material. The
curvilinear developmental pattern was not evident in the
results from questions dealing with visual material in
the film.
Finally, Vaughan (1968) presented pictures to children
in grades one, four and seven. This was a type one procedure
involving stimulus lists which were either clustered or not
clustered. Incidental learning increased over all the ages
in this study and clustering had a significant effect for
both the incidental and central recall conditions. Further-
more, there was a significant positive correlation between
the recall measures at all age levels. Vaughan (1968)
hypothesized that, comparing type one and type two tasks,
the amount of incidental learning may actually depend upon
two quite different processes. It was suggested that a
curvilinear relationship between incidental recall and
age may only be found using a type two procedure, because
this procedure affords attention competition.
Many difficulties of interpretation arise from the
results of incidental learning studies. For example, the
involvement of memory and learning functions, which them-
selves change developmentally, might certainly modify
explanations based solely on the blocking of stimulus
inputs. The correlation between incidental and central
recall seems to vary considerably from study to study.
Furthermore, in the incidental learning studies the irrele-
vant material has not been shown to interfere with the
relevant material, and it is unclear that the incidental
material in any way functions to distract the Ss—in other
words, that the Ss 1 recall scores would be higher were
the irrelevant information not present. The child's
capability at blocking out irrelevant information is not
being critically tested.
Discrimination Learning . A number of studies have
investigated the effects of irrelevant information using
discrimination learning tasks. As in incidental learning
studies, the results are likely confounded by learning and
memory effects.
In a study involving third and fourth grade children
from eight to ten years old, Lubker (1967) presented
each child with three different two-choice simultaneous
discrimination problems. Form, size, and brightness were
r
the bipolar dimensions used; form was relevant on all
three problems; and each problem contained either none,
one or two irrelevant dimensions. The children performed
significantly better on problems containing no irrelevant
dimensions and performance was about the same on problems
containing one or two irrelevant dimensions. Lubker (1967,
p. 125) concluded:
"The presence of one or more variable, irrelevant,
within-setting, nonspatial dimensions markedly
increases the difficulty of simultaneous discrim-
ination problems for children."
This finding was also substantiated by Spiker and Lubker
(1964, experiment 4) using a similar discrimination lear-
ning problem.
Osier and Kofsky (1965* 1966) conducted two develop-
mental studies of the effects of varying amounts of irrele-
vant information on discrimination learning. Using children
ages four to eight; concepts of form, color, and size; and *
from none to two irrelevant dimensions, Osier and Kofsky
(1965) failed to find that irrelevant information handi-
capped young children any more than it did older children.
However, the fact that the subjects were exposed to the
test stimuli in a pretesting period (during which the S
had to make same/different judgments) biased the procedure
against finding such an interaction. Moreover, following
the pretesting, the Ss were pretrained using different
stimuli. Ss who
(
failed the first problem—four out of
five of whom were from the youngest age group—were
eliminated from the study,, In a second, similar study
Osier and Kofsky (1966) again used this pre-testing and
pretraining procedure and in this study found a signifi-
cant interaction between age and number of irrelevant
dimensions, the irrelevant information affecting the
performances of younger children more than those of older
ones. Given that their pre-testing and pre-training pro-
cedures eliminated twelve kindergartners, one third
grader and one sixth grader, this study warrants repli-
cation without these preliminary procedures.
22
Other Learning Sets * It must not be supposed that the
experimental literature suggests that the presence of
irrelevant, potentially distracting information is always
debilitating to Ss performances. A number of studies using
the oddity learning task have found that the presence of a
distracting stimulus sometimes. facilitates performance.
For example, Turnure (1970) '/used five-and-one-half , six-
and-one-half , and seven-and-one-half year old'Ss with oddity
learning problems accompanied by no distraction, sound
distraction or mirror distraction. Compared with the per-
formances of control Ss, the auditory distractor debilitated
Ss 1 performances at all three age levels. Visual (mirror)
distraction, on the other hand, debilitated the performance
of five-and-one-half year olds, had no effect on the six-
and-one-half year olds, and facilitated the performances
of the seven-ancL-one-half year olds. Turnure (1970, p. 116)
hypothesized:
"that six and seven year old children develop
the ability to mobilize and direct their attend
tion to arbitrarily assigned tasks, despite the
presence of other interesting and conspicuous
stimuli. This presupposes some capability in
these children for inhibiting attention to
irrelevant, non-task stimuli."
The results of Turnure (1970) are similar to those
of Ellis et al (1963) , which used an oddity learning task
with seven-year old Ss; and Turnure and Zigler (196*0, which
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used six-year old Ss with an object assembly task. Turnure
(1970) has concluded that distraction produces a decrement
in the performances of young children, has no effect around
age six, and facilitates performance from that age onward.
It has been reported, however, that when the irrelevant
information is presented on the oddity problem stimuli them-
selves, the irrelevant information tends to impair rather
that to facilitate the performances of eight to ten-year
olds (Lubker and Spiker, 1966).
Pick, Christy and Frankel (1972) measured the
reaction times of children in the second and sixth grades
as they made judgments, as quickly as possible, whether or
not an aspect of two simultaneously presented animals were
the same. In one condition, Ss were informed of the relevant
aspect prior to the stimulus presentation, and in the
other condition Ss were informed of the relevant aspect
after stimulus presentation. All Ss first performed the
pre-informed condition, then the post-informed condition.
The number of irrelevant aspects which differed for a given
pair of stimuli was always either one or two. The aspects
were shape (six possible values), color (six possible values)
and size (two possible values). The results showed that for
both second and sixth graders the pre-informed condition
led to shorter reaction times than the post-informed con-
dition. Also, this difference was significantly greatei4
for sixth graders. This result led Pick, Christy and Frankel
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to conclude that older children were more capable of taking
advantage of prior knowledge about what aspects of a
stimulus were relevant and which irrelevant. They hypo-
thesized that the developing selective aspect of attention
operates early in the perceptual process and not in a mem-
orial process. It must be noted that in this study there
was no condition involving zero irrelevant aspects. Further-
more, the error rate was "quite high".
Relationships Among Dimensions . It is clear that in
most of these previous studies, regardless of paradigm,
little attempt has been made to systematically investigate
the stimulus dimensions used or to systematically define
the relationship between the relevant and irrelevant infor-
mation. This issue has recently been discussed by Garner
(1970). In numerous studies selective attention in adults
has been investigated by using speeded classification tasks
i
in which the amount of irrelevant information has been varied.
Conflicting results have been found. Some studies have
reported that the presence of irrelevant dimensions has
led to interference in performance Egeth, 1966),
while others have reported no interfering effects (e.g
Imai and Garner, 1965) • Egeth (1967) has argued that
performance will be impeded if the task and irrelevant
information evokes competing responses on the part of the
S. For example, studies which involve easily discriminated
and/or previously relevant, irrelevant stimuli will most
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likely lead to interference effects since the irrelevant
information will evoke responses which will compete with
that response elicited by the relevant information which
would lead to maximal performance. This hypothesis, how-
ever, is inconsistent with the data of Imai and Garner
(1965), who used a card sorting task; and of Well (1971),
who used a key-press speeded classification task. Garner
(1970) and Well (1971) have stressed that in speeded class-
ification tasks the relationship between the relevant and
irrelevant dimensions must be considered. In particular,
Garner (1970) has argued that when multidimensional stim-
uli are used, the dimensions which define the stimulus
can be ordered on a continuum from separability to inte-
grality. A separable dimension is one which can have an
identity independent of the presence of some other dimen-
sion. Dimensions are said to be integral "if in order
for a level on one dimension to be realized, there must be
a dimensional level specified for the other" (Garner, 1970,
p. 35/0» Garner and Felfoldy (1970) had adults sort cards
which were defined either by two bipolar separable dimensions
(Munsell chips, one color chip varying in value and another
on the same card varying in chroma) or by two bipolar
integral dimensions (value and chroma of single Munsell
chips). The conditions included sorting by one dimension,
with the other dimension 1) absent; or 2) redundant, or cor-
related with the first dimension; 3) or irrelevant and
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orthogonal with the first dimension. Using integral colors,
facilitation of sorting occurred with redundant dimensions
and interference occurred with orthogonal dimensions. On
the other hand , with separable dimensions , no interference
was obtained when Ss sorted with orthogonal dimensions
and no facilitation occurred with redundant dimensions.
Design and Hypotheses * The present investigation is
a developmental study of the effects of various amounts
of irrelevant information on speeded classification-card
sorting performance. Most card sorting tasks conducted with
children have concerned conceptual differentiation and the
issue of breadth of categorization. In these studies the
main dependent variables have usually been the number and
size of categories (piles) created. In this study the stim-
ulus cards were sorted into two predetermined categories
and the collecting bins were clearly and appropriately
labeled. The stimulus cards contained zero, one or two
bits of irrelevant information and sorting time was the
major dependent variable. Care was taken to use only sep-
arable dimensions, dimensions which, when irrelevant, are
easily selectively filtered by adults.
Given that research using auditory stimuli in selec-
tive attention tasks has indicated a developmental trend
in the ability to block out irrelevant auditory informa-
tion; and given that a similar conclusion has been sugges-
ted in studies involving visual stimuli, the main hypothesis
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of this study was that, while younger Ss would exhibit
higher sorting times across all levels of irrelevant
information, the younger children would be more adversely
affected by increasing amounts of irrelevant information.
Also, given the results of Garner and Pelfoldy
(1970), it was hypothesized that the irrelevant informa-
tion would have no interfering effects on the sorting
speeds of adults. In this study a given value of a dimen-
sion varied in its being relevant and irrelevant, thus
maximizing the possibility of competing responses. Accor-
ding to Egeth (1967) this would lead to stronger inter-
ference effects in all Ss.
The dimensions used in this study were form, line
orientation and star location. Given that children older
than five to six years have been shown to exhibit signi-
ficant preferences for form rather than for dimensions
such as color or size (Lee, 1955) 1 it was hypothesized
that the effects of irrelevant information would be least
when form was relevant and greatest when form was irrele-
vant. If the interfering effects of irrelevant information
do become progressively less with age, .then the age x
number of irrelevant dimensions interaction might also
vary as a function of the dimension which was relevant.
METHOD
Sub jects . There were 72 subjects in this study,
18 in each of four age-defined groups: ages six, nine,
twelve, and a group of adults (x = 19-7 years.) Each
group consisted of an equal number of boys and girls
with no known visual or motor difficulties. The children,
who were from upper-middle class homes, were attending
summer camp at the time this study was conducted. The
adult sample was a group of volunteers from an Intro-
ductory Psychology class at the University of Massachu-
setts. These subjects received experimental credit for
their participation in the study.
In a supplementary study there were 36 subjects.
There were 9 seven-year olds (6 boys, 3 girls), 9 eight-
year olds (7 boys, 2 girls), 12 ten-year olds (4 boys,
8 girls) and 6 eleven-year olds (4 boys, 2 girls). These
i
children had no.; known visual or motor difficulties and
were drawn from the same population as those children
in the main study.
Apparatus . The test stimuli were 13 decks of cards,
each deck containing 24 cards. The basic card was made
of white 3" x 4" six-ply posterboard. The symbols printed
on the cards were centered and defined according to one,
two, or three binary dimensions: form (circle or square
each %" diameter or side length) , line within the form
(horizontal or vertical), and star (just above or below
the form). Each deck was defined by one relevant dimen-
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sion, and zero, one, or two irrelevant dimensions. A
description of each deck of cards is presented in Table
1. The symbols shown at the bottom of Table 1 are the
same size as those presented on the stimulus cards.
There was also a deck of 24 practice cards, the same
size and shape as the test stimuli; centered upon them
was either a green or a red equilateral triangle with a
side length of 3/4" and shown in one of four possible
rotations, each position occurring three times within
each color in the practice deck. In the center of each
of the cards (both practice and test stimuli) was a black
dot and on the top of each card was a black line parallel
to and 1/8" below one of the 3" sides of the card. The
stimuli were created from pressure sensitive dry transfer
symbols manufactured by the Avery Products Corporation,
Graphics Division, Leeds, Massachusetts (Circle = RDC49,
Square = RDS57, Star = TPSR333, Line = G3, and Dot = RDC2).
All of the cards were covered with Duraseal transparent
acetate adhesive film manufactured by the Morilla Com-
pany, New York, N.Y.
Eight display cards were used, similar in size and
construction to the test stimuli. The display cards for
the practice deck were solid green and solid red, while
the display cards for the test stimuli presented the value
of the relevant dimension along with a dot in the center
and line at the top of the card.
TABLE 1
Description of the Test Stimuli.
RELEVANT IRRELEVANT NUMBER OF










Form Star & Line 8
Line Form & Star 8
Star Form & Line 8




Two black wooden stands, 5#" wide and 6 3/4" high,
supported by small back braces, were also used. On the
front of these stands was a card holder which secured
the display card that indicated the value of the relevant
identifying dimension of the cards to be placed in front
of that stand.
Lollipops and small toys were used as rewards for
the children.
A stop-watch was used to time S's performances.
The materials used in the supplementary study were
the same as those used in the main study, with the excep-
tion that only the practice deck, and those decks with
zero and two irrelevant dimensions were used.
Procedure . Each subject was tested individually. The
subject was seated before a low table upon which the two
wooden stands were located 6" apart and 12" in front of
Ss. Presented as a game, Ss were told to sort each deck
of cards as quickly as possible without making errors. The
Ss were instructed not to correct mistaken card placements,
but to emphasize spped of sorting. Before each deck Ss were
told the values of the relevant dimensions as the display
cards, indicating these values, were placed in the holders
on the stands. The instructions were of the form "If there
is a on the card, then put it here." No mention was
made of the possible presence of extra or irrelevant infor-
mation on the cards. The decks were placed face down in
front of the Ss, who were instructed to place their hands
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beside the deck. Given the signal "Go" by E, S turned
the deck over and began sorting.
All Ss first sorted the practice deck (red and green
triangles). On this sort it was important for E to notice
which way Ss turned over the deck of cards so that the
following test decks could be placed down before S so that
after S had turned them over, the line on the top of the
card was then on top as Ss held the cards. Upon completion
of the practice sort, the non-adult Ss received a lollipop
and the testing phase began. The 12 decks described in
Table 1 were then sorted in random order by each S« For
both the practice deck and test decks the cards within
each deck were randomized and the position of the display
cards for each S was varied randomly among Ss.
The E timed S's performances with a manually operated
stop-watch, the 'timing beginning with the initial signal
"go" and ending when the last card fell before one of
the stands.
If a S made more than four errors on any given deck
of cards, after all the decks were completed, S was asked
to sort that deck again.
Appendix A shows the initial instructions to Ss
eight years and younger; the initial instructions to
Ss older than eight years are shown in Appendix B. Fol-
lowing completion of the practice sort and before each
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subsequent deck of cards, the instructions presented in
Appendix C were given to all Ss.
In the supplementary study th£ procedure was basi-
cally the same, with the exception that Ss in this study
only sorted the practice deck and decks containing zero
and two irrelevant dimensions; 7 decks total. After sor-
ting the practice deck, the test decks were presented
in random order. The instructions were the same as in
the main study, the cards within each deck were in random




Main Study Sorting Times, In this design, each S
sorted 3 decks which contained zero irrelevant dimensions,
6 -decks which contained one irrelevant dimension, and 3
decks which contained two irrelevant dimensions. In the
initial analyses, the data from the one-irrelevant-dimen-
sion decks were averaged for each relevant dimension,
yielding 3 one-irrelevant-dimension scores for each S.
The data involved in these analyses did not include
practice deck sorting time scores.
A four-way analysis of variance performed on the
sorting times involved the variables age (six, nine,
twelve and adult), sex, relevant dimension (form, line
and star) and number of irrelevant dimensions (zero, one
and two. The summary table of this analysis is presented
in Appendix D. The results indicated highly significant
main effects of age (P = 95.25; df = 3, 64; p<.001),
sex (F = 10.95; df = 2, 128; p<.005), amount of irrele-
vant information ( P = 37-91; df = 2, 128; p<.001), and
the relevant dimension (P = 68.28; df = 2, 128; p<.001).
Six-year old Ss sorted the cards in a mean of 42.02 seconds,
nine-year olds in a mean of 22.61 seconds, twelve-year
olds in a mean of 19.17 seconds, and adults in a mean of
14.29 seconds. Post hoc comparisons by the Scheff£ test
(Myers, 1966) indicated that six-year olds sorted signi-
ficantly more slowly than all the other age groups, and
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nine-year olds sorted significantly more slowly than
did adults. Also, when combined, six-year olds and nine-
year olds sorted significantly more slowly than twelve-
year olds and adults. Over-all, boys sorted the decks
more slowly than did girls, in means of 26.59 and 22.4-6
seconds, respectively. Sorting time also varied directly
as a function of the number of irrelevant dimensions;
in over-all means of 22.25, 25.10, and 26.23 seconds in
the zero-, one-, and two-dimension conditions, respectively.
Post hoc comparisons by the Scheff6 test showed that
zero-irrelevant-dimension conditions yielded lower sor-
ting times than either the one- or two-irrelevant dimen-
sion conditions. The one- and two-irrelevant dimension
conditions were not significantly different from one
another. Finally, the relevant dimensions were ordered:
form, line and §tar, according to the ease of sorting;
over-all mean sorting times being 20.35, 25.32, and 27.91
seconds respectively. Post hoc analysis by the Scheff€
test indicated that these three relevant dimensions were
significantly different from one another with respect to
the sorting times they elicited.
Of prime importance was the finding of a significant
age x amount of irrelevant information interaction (F =
9.61; df = 6, 128; p<.001). This interaction is shown in
Figure 1 , which presents the mean amount of interference
per deck in seconds and per card in milliseconds, as a
*6 9 12 adult
AGE
Figure 1. Mean amount of interference per deck (in seconds)
and per card (in milliseconds) as a function of age and the
amount of irrelevant information.
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function of ap;e and the amount of irrelevant information.
The amount of interference was calculated by com-
paring decks with the same relevant dimension and sub-
tracting the zero-irrelevant-information sorting time
score from the sorting time derived from the presence
of either one or two irrelevant dimensions.
For six-year old Ss, compared to the case when no
irrelevant information was present, the presence of one
irrelevant dimension increased the sorting time a mean
of 283»3 msec, per card, and two irrelevant dimensions
increased the sorting time a mean of 411.25 msec, per
card. On the other hand, the sorting times of adults were
increased a mean of 29»16 msec, per card by one irrelevant
dimension and a mean of 32.08 msec, by two irrelevant
dimensions.
The actual | mean sorting times and standard deviations
(in seconds) involved in the age x amount of irrelevant
information interaction are presented in Table 2. Post
hoc analysis by the Scheff£ test showed that, compared to
their sorting times when no irrelevant information was
present, the sorting times of six-year olds were signifi-
cantly increased by the presence of one irrelevant infor-
mation dimension, and a second irrelevant dimension
significantly raised the sorting time relative to one
irrelevant dimension. Between ages six and nine there
occurred a significant decrease in the amount of inter-
TABLE 2
The Mean Sorting Times and Their Standard Deviations (in
seconds) as a Function of Age and the Number of Irrelevant
Dimensions.





' X ' S.D. ' X S.D. X S.D.
36.48 12.73 43.28 16.30 46.35 20.91
21.04 5.09 23.28 6.13 23.50 5.37
17.70 3.37 19.32 4.26 20.48 5.98
13.80 2.23 14.50 2.72 14.57 2.65
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ference caused by both one and two irrelevant dimensions.
Relative to the condition when no irrelevant information
was present, the sorting times of the three older groups
were not significantly affected by irrelevant information.
The irrelevant information tended to raise the sorting
times of nine- and twelve-year olds more than it did
those of adults. Table 2 shows that the change in sorting
times as a function of age and the number of irrelevant
dimensions was accompanied by a similar change in the
standard deviation of the scores. The functions are the
same except for the soemwhat high standard deviation of
twelve-year old Ss 1 scores when sorting decks with two
irrelevant dimensions.
It is important to note that the age x amount of
irrelevant information interaction did not significantly
vary as a function of the dimension which was relevant.
There was a significant age x sex interaction (F =
8.05; df « 3, 64; p<.001) which is shown in Figure 2.
Post hoc analysis by the Scheffe test indicated that six-
year old boys sorted significantly more slowly (49.26 sec.)
than did six-year old girls (35.44 sec), and that a sig-
nificant sex difference was not present in the older age
groups. The decrease in sorting times between ages six
and nine was significant for both sexes, though the
change was slightly greater for boys. The curves are
essentially the same among ages nine, twelve and adults.
45 12 Adult
AGE
Figure 2. Mean sorting times (in seconds) as a function of the age
and sex of .§
.
M
There was a significant age x relevant dimension inter-
action (F = 13.41; df = 6, 128; p<.001), shown in
Figure 3» Post hoc analysis by the Scheffe test indicated
that at the six-year old level the three dimensions pro-
duced significantly different sorting times. At the nine-
and twelve-year old levels, star yielded significantly
higher sorting times than did form. At the adult level,
the sorting times did not significantly vary as a function
of the relevant dimension. Sorting time decreased signifi-
cantly between ages six and nine, and nine to adult, with
all three dimensions. However, between ages six and nine,
the decrease in sorting time was significantly greater
when star or line was relevant compared to when form was
relevant. Comparing line-relevant to star-relevant, the
change between ages six and nine was not significantly
different. The change in sorting times from age nine to
adult was similar for all three dimensions.
There was a significant interaction of the relevant
dimension and the amount of irrelevant information (F =
3.19; df = 4, 256; p<.025). This interaction is shown
in Figure 4. The brackets around the one-irrelevant dimen-
sion points indicate the variability dependent on the nature
of the irrelevant dimension. Compared to when there was no
irrelevant information, the presence of one irrelevant
dimension significantly raised sorting times when line















Figure 4. Mean sorting times (in seconds) as a function of the
relevant dimension and the number of irrelevant dimensions.
[The brackets around the one-irrelevant dimension points indicate the variability
at that point as a function of the irrelevant dimension.]
:Z|4
Compared to when there was one irrelevant dimension, the
addition of a second irrelevant dimension had no signifi-
cant effect on any relevant dimension, although it nearly
did so when line was relevant. When form was relevant,
two irrelevant dimensions did not significantly alter
the sorting times relative to when no irrelevant dimen-
sions were present. Furthermore, when line was relevant
the change in sorting times between zero and two irrelevant
dimensions was significantly greater than this change when
form was relevant.
There was also a significant age x sex x relevant
dimension interaction (F = 2.35; df = 6, 128; p<.050).
This interaction is shown in Figure 5» At the six-year
old level boys produced higher sorting times on all three
relevant dimensions, while at the older age levels no
sex effect was present with any of the relevant dimensions.
For boys at the six-year old level, the dimensions
produced significantly different effects, form yielding
the lowest sorting times, star the highest. For six-
year old girls, form yielded significantly lower sorting
times than did line or star, and star and line did not
significantly differ from one another. The dimensions did
not differ for either sex at any of the upper age levels.
When star was relevant, the decrease in sorting time
between ages six and nine was significantly greater for
boys than for girls. This change was not significant for
C33S) 3IAII± ONIibOS NV31AI
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each of the other dimensions. Furthermore, older Ss
showed no significant age x sex interaction with any of
the relevant dimensions*
More Than Four Errors * Table 3 presents a descrip-
tion of those instances in which more than four errors
were made on a given deck* From casual observation of
the Ss, it appeared that most of these errors occurred
consecutively, often when S would stop looking at the
piles and inadvertantly reverse the piles into which
the cards were thrown. However, no quantified data was
collected to substantiate this observation. Eight differ-
ent Ss—four six-year old boys, two twelve-year old boys
and two twelve-year old girls
—
produced these errors.
Five Ss made nine or more errors on one deck of cards.
Either line or star was the relevant dimension on all
decks involved with more than four errors. No S resor-
ted a deck more than once. For all of these Ss the
corrected sorting times were lower than the original sor-
ting times. Analysis by t-test, however, revealed no
significant differences between the original and corrected
scores. This was true over-all, for the younger (six-year
old) Ss and for the older (twelve-year old) Ss. However,
the change in the sorting times of the six-year olds
was significantly greater than the change in the sorting
times of the twelve-year olds (t = 2.45; df = 7; p<*050)*














































































































































sorting times were substituted for the original, error-
confounded sorting times and the data reanalyzed. A
four-way analysis of variance with these data involved
as the relevant variables age, sex, the relevant dimen-
sion and the number of irrelevant dimensions. A summary
table showing the results of this analysis is presented
in Appendix E. The results were essentially the same
as those obtained with the original data, with the excep-
tion that the level of significance of the age x sex x
relevant dimension interaction changed from an original
p <.050 to p <.025.
Analysis of Errors . As with the sorting time data,
analysis of the number of errors used an average (across
each relevant dimension) of the one-irrelevant-dimension
data. The number of errors committed on this task was
not large. For example, the most error-prone group, six-
year old boys, placed 3«5# of their cards incorrectly.
A four-way analysis of variance performed on the error
data involved the variables age (six, nine, twelve and
adult), sex, relevant dimension (form, line and star), and
number of irrelevant dimensions (zero, one and two). The
summary table of this analysis is presented in Appendix F.
Analysis of this error data revealed a significant age
effect (F = 6.20; df = 3, 64; p<.001), sex effect (F =
6.59; df = 1, 64; p <.025) and effect of the relevant
dimension (F = 12.98; df = 2, 128; p<.001). The number of
errors did not vary directly with age. Six-year olds
made a mean of 0.59 errors per deck (2.4-6% of the cards
were placed incorrectly), nine-year olds made a mean of
0.19 errors (0.79%), twelve-year olds 0.43 errors (1.79%)
and adults 0.11 errors (0.4-6%). Post hoc analysis by the
Scheffe test revealed that six-year olds made signifi-
cantly more errors than did nine-year olds or adults,
and that twelve-year olds made significantly more errors
than did adults. Boys made a mean of 0.44 errors per
deck (1.83%) while girls made a mean of 0.22 errors per
deck (0.92%). A mean of 0.08 errors per deck (0.33%)
were made when form was relevant, 0.51 errors per deck
(2.13%) when line was relevant and 0.40 errors per deck
(1.67%) when star was relevant. Post hoc analysis by the
Scheffe test revealed that form yielded significantly
fewer errors than either line or star and that line and
star did not differ significantly in the number of errors
that they elicited.
It is important to note that the number of errors
did not vary significantly as a function of the number of
irrelevant dimensions. However, a significant interaction
between the number of irrelevant dimensions and the rele-
vant dimension did occur, as shown in Figure 6. Clearly,
the primary influence on~ this interaction was the data
from the one-irrelevant-dimension condition, which on
this curve appears as an averaged score. Excluding, for
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a moment, the data concerning one irrelevant dimension,
it can be seen that the change in the number ojf errors
between zero and two irrelevant dimensions was essen-
tially the same for the three relevant dimensions.
One Irrelevant Dimension Data . Since these prece-
ding analyses involved data based on averages of results
from one-irrelevant dimension decks, a finer analysis
of the original one-irrelevant dimension data was per-
formed. A three-way analysis of variance performed on
the one-irrelevant-dimension sorting times involved the
variables age (six, nine, twelve and adult), sex, and
decks having one irrelevant dimension (six decks). The
summary table of this analysis is presented in Appendix
G. The results indicated, as in the original analysis,'
decreased sorting times with age (P = 102.18; df = 3,
64; P<T*001), lower sorting times for girls (F = 9.79;
df = 1
,
64; p<.005) and a decrease of this sex effect
with increasing age (F = 6.66; df = 3, 64; p<.001).
Furthermore, different decks elicited significantly
different sorting times (F = 40. 71; df = 5, 320; p<.001),
shown in Table 4.
When form was relevant , sorting time was low and
did not vary significantly as a function of which dimen-
sion was irrelevant . Post hoc analysis by the Scheff£ test
indicated that when line was relevant , the sorting time
was significantly greater than when form was relevant .
TABLE 4
The Mean Sorting Time (in seconds) as a
Function of Stimulus Deck With One Irrele-
vant Dimension.
DECK RELEVANT IRRELEVANT X SORTING TIME
4 Form Line 20.51 sec.
5 Form Star 20.52
6 Line Form 27.44
7 Line Star 24.24
8 Star Form 27.15
9 Star Line 30.72
DIMENSION CONDITION
Combined Form Relevant 20.52
Combined Line Relevant 25.84
Combined Star Relevant 28.94
Combined Form Irrelevant 27.30
Combined Line Irrelevant 25.62
Combined Star Irrelevant 22.38
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Also, when line was relevant
, the sorting time tended
to be greater when form was irrelevant compared to when
star was irrelevant
. When star was relevant
, the sorting
time was significantly, greater than when either form or
line were relevant . Also, when star was relevant
, the
sorting time was significantly greater when line was
irrelevant compared to when form was irrelevant
.
There was also a significant interaction of stimulus
deck and age (F = 7.29; df = 15, 320; p<.001), shown in
Figure 7- Post hoc analysis by the Scheffe test indicated
that when form or line were relevant , the nature of the
irrelevant dimension had no significant effect at any
age level. However, when star was relevant
,
the nature
of the irrelevant dimension was significant in determining
sorting time only at age six. When line or star were irrel-
evant , then the nature of relevant dimension was not a
significant factor at any age. Furthermore, when. line was
irrelevant , the decrease in sorting time with age was
significantly greater when star was relevant than when
form was relevant. In general, the effects of the rele-
vant dimension were influenced by the nature of the
irrelevant dimension and this influence changed as a
function of age. Also, with increasing age the nature of
both the relevant and irrelevant dimensions became less
important as critical factors determining Ss 1 sorting times.
16 19 112 ladult
AGE
Figure 7. Mean sorting times (in seconds) as a function of age
and stimulus deck having one irrelevant dimension.
A three-way analysis of variance performed on the
number of errors which occurred on the decks containing
one irrelevant dimension involved the variables age (six,
nine, twelve and adult), sex, and stimulus deck (six
decks). The summary table of this analysis is presented
in Appendix H. This analysis revealed a significant effect
of age (F = 6.29; df = 3, 64-; p<.001), sex (F = 6.36;
df = 1, 64; p< .025) and stimulus deck (F = 6.06; df =
5, 320; p<.001). The age x stimulus deck interaction
effect was not significant. Post hoc analysis by the
Scheffe test revealed that six-year old Ss (3.16$ of
cards thrown in error) made significantly more errors
than did nine-year olds (0.54$) and adults (0.4-2$) but
not more than twelve-year olds (2.28$). Again, boys made
significantly more errors (2.28$) than did girls (0.93$).
Table 5 shows the number and mean percent of
errors made as a function of the stimulus deck, as well
as the combined calculations of number of errors for each
dimension that was relevant and irrelevant. The total
number of cards thrown on each deck was 1728 (72 Ss x 24-
cards per deck). This distribution of errors is similar
to the distribution of sorting times as a function of
decks containing one irrelevant dimension, which- is
presented in Table 4-. As in the over-all error data, the
error rate was very low. At its highest point, when star
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cards were incorrectly placed.
The data in Table 5 helps to clarify the relevant
dimension x number of irrelevant dimensions interaction
effect in the errors data presented in Figure 4. The one-
irrelevant-dimension points in this figure, particularly
those when line and star were relevant, represent means
of quite disparate data, depending on which dimension was
irrelevant. Also, it must be noted that the very much
elevated one-irrelevant-dimension data point when star
was relevant was particularly influenced by the high error
rate which occurred when star was relevant and line was
irrelevant. Also , reference to Table 3 shows that among
the nine cases when more than four errors occurred on a
given deck, five of these cases occurred when there was
one irrelevant dimension and star was relevant. These
five cases accounted for 4-5 errors.
Trials Analysis
.
Figure 8 shows the mean sorting
times as a function of age and trials. A trial was
defined as a deck of stimulus cards, irrespective of
the nature of the deck. A three-way analysis of variance
performed on these data involved the variables age (six,
nine, twelve and adult), sex, and trials. The summary
table of this analysis is presented in Appendix I. The
results indicated that there was a significant effect of
age (F = 99.11; df = 3, 64; p<.001). Post hoc analysis
by the Scheffe test indicated that six-year old children
C33S) S3IAII1 9NI1H0S NV3IAI
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had sorting times significantly greater than any other
age group. The mean sorting times for six-, nine- and
twelve-year olds and adults were 42.35, 22.78, 29.21
and 14.34- seconds, respectively.
Also, boys sorted the cards significantly more slowly
than did girls (25.70 sec. and 22.63 sec, respectively.)
This sex effect decreased as a function of increasing age,
and was not significant by age nine. In general, the sor-
ting time scores tended to decrease slightly over trials.
As can be seen in Figure 8, the six-year olds' mean
sorting times were more variable across trials than those
of the other age groups. Interestingly, while the rise
in sorting times present in six-year olds on the ninth
deck is not present in the performances of older Ss,
there was no significant age x trials interaction effect.
i
Combined: Main and Supplementary Studies . The data
from the supplementary study was added to the data from
the main study and the sorting times reanalyzed. For this
over-all analysis, the subjects from the supplementary
study were combined to form two groups—ages seven and
eight combined, and ages ten and eleven' combined—each
group containing 18 Ss. In this analysis only the data
from zero- and two-irrelevant-dimension conditions could
be considered since Ss in the supplementary study did
not sort decks containing one irrelevant dimension.
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A three-way analysis of variance performed on
these combined sorting time data involved the variables
age (six, seven and eight, nine, ten and eleven, twelve,
and adult), relevant dimension (form, line and star) and
number of irrelevant dimensions (zero and two). The
summary table of this analysis is presented in Appendix
J. The results showed a significant effect of age (P =
44.78; df = 5, 102; p<.001), relevant dimension (F = 91.41;
df = 2, 204; p<^.001) and number of irrelevant dimensions
(P = 101.55; df = 1, 102; p<.001). Again, the sorting
time became progressively shorter with increasing age.
Post hoc analysis by the Scheffe test indicated that six-
year olds sorted significantly more slowly than did seven-
and eight-year olds, seven- and eight-year olds sorted
significantly more slowly than did nine-year olds, and
ten- and eleven-year olds sorted significantly more slowly
than did adults. Twelve-year olds and adults did not
differ significantly in sorting times. Two irrelevant
dimensions significantly raised sorting times relative
to zero irrelevant dimensions and the relevant dimensions
were all significantly different from one another, line
leading to sorting times significantly greater than those
when form was relevant and significantly less than those
when star was relevant.
Analysis of the combined main and supplementary
studies data also revealed a significant age x amount of
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irrelevant information interaction effect (F = 9.28;
df = 5, 102; p<.001) as shown in Figure 9. The right-
hand panel of Figure 9 shows the mean difference in
seconds between two and zero irrelevant dimensions, i.e.,
the magnitude of the interference effect, as a function
of age. As can be seen, with the exception of the data
point for nine-year olds, the amount of interference asso-
ciated with the presence of two irrelevant dimensions
decreased smoothly and dramatically as a function of
increasing age. Post hoc analysis by the Scheffe test
indicated that significant interference was present at
the six-year old level, seven- and eight-year old levels,
and the ten- and eleven-year old levels. The left-hand
panel of Figure 9 is a presentation of the percent of
decks in which two irrelevant dimensions produced greater
sorting time scores than zero irrelevant dimensions as
a function of age. In other words, the percent of cases
in which interference occurred is plotted as a function
of age. Each comparison involved decks having the same
relevant dimension. Interference occurred in approximately
75$ of the cases in ages six through twelve; then this
percentage dropped to 4-8$ at the adult level. Compared
with the curve on the right, the percent of cases of
interference remained nearly constant through ages six
to twelve while the magnitude of the interference effect
Mean difference in sorting times between 2 and 0 irrelevant dimensions (sec.)
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decreased through this: age- range
•
In the combined main and supplementary studies'
data there was also a significant interaction of age with
the relevant dimension (P = 7-60; df = 10. 204; p<.001);
and number of irrelevant dimensions with the relevant
dimension (F = 9.10; df = 10, 204; p<.001). As in the
main study, the differences between the relevant dimensions
decreased as a function of increasing age, and increased
as a function of increased amounts of irrelevant informa-
tion.
Unlike the results from the main study, the analysis
of the combined data revealed that the magnitude of the
age x amount of irrelevant information effect varied sig-
nificantly with the relevant dimension (F = 2.33; df = 10,
204; p<.025). The interaction is shown in Figure 10,
which presents the mean amount of interference per deck
in seconds as a function of age and the relevant dimension.
Post hoc analysis by the Scheff£ test indicated that most
of this interaction was accountable to the performance of
younger Ss. In particular, among six-year old Ss, signifi-
cantly more interference occurred when line was relevant
compared to when form was relevant. At the seven- and
eight-year old level, there was significantly more inter-
ference when line was relevant compared to when star was
relevant.
Figure 10. The amount of interference per deck (in sec.) as a function of age
and the relevant dimension.
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Table 6 shows, for each age Rroup in the study,
the mean sorting times in seconds produced by zero and
two irrelevant dimensions, the amount of interference
produced by two irrelevant dimensions, and the percent
of decks on which interference occurred. This data is
consistent with the pattern suggested in Figure 9, that
the magnitude of the interference effect declines with
age while the percent of cases of interference remains
high until after age twelve.
Casual observation of Ss * performances revealed that
many Ss, especially the younger ones , verbalized the
relevant dimension as they placed the card in the appro-
priate pile. It seemed that with increasing age this
verbal monitoring of performance became progressively
less frequent and less overt. No systematic data, however,
was collected to! substantiate this observation.
TABLE 6
The Mean Sorting Times (in seconds) Pro-
duced by Zero and Two Irrelevant Dimen-
sions, The Amount of Interference, and the
Per Cent of Decks on Which Interference
Occurred for Each Age Group in the Study.
AGE
Mn IRRFI F>iMif. innLLL
0
J DIMFMv . \J 1 IVI u IM,
2 INTERFERENCE
"o/ O IDDCI nii\/i/o Z InntL, DIM.
y 0 IRREL. DIM.
6 36.48 46.35 9.87 75.93
7 30.78 38.15 7.37 77.78
8 27.56 32.96 5.40 77.78
9 21.04 23.50 2.46 77.78
10 21.51 25.71 4.20 72.22




Adult 13.80 14,57 0.77 48.15
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DISCUSSION
The results of this study show that when speeded
classification of a visual stimulus is required, irrele-
vant, separable dimensions interfere with performance;
and that this interfering effect progressively diminishes
as a function of increasing age. This interfering effect
disappears nearly entirely between age twelve and adult-
hood (approximately age nineteen). Furthermore, the
greatest change in the magnitude of this effect was found
to occur between ages six and nine. It thus appears that,
with increasing age, children become progressively better
able to select a wanted visual stimulus out of a complex
array of visual information. This supports the results of
selective attention studies using auditory stimuli (Maccoby
and Konrad, 1966, 1967; Maccoby and Leifer, 1968). Also,
while this pbfenotaenon has been suggested from the results
of studies using visual stimuli, this study appears to
be the first unambiguous demonstration of this phenomenon
that used visual stimuli.
Significant interference with classification perfor-
mance occurred at ages six, seven and eight, and ten and
eleven. However, a significant interference effect did not
occur with nine-year old Ss. In conjunction with this
absence of significant interference, nine-year old Ss
made nearly as few errors as did adults, even though they
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sorted the cards significantly more slowly. The reason
for this inconsistency in the otherwise regular decline
of interference effects with age is unclear.
It is interesting that while the magnitude of the
interference effect generally decreased as a function of
increasing age, the percent of cases of interference remained
nearly constant from ages six through twelve, then dropped
dramatically to the low adult level. It seems plausible
to account for these data on the basis of the particular
characteristics of this study and two developmental trends
in selective attention which have already been identified
in the literature. A brief digression is necessary to
clarify this interpretation.
While the results of the incidental learning studies
do not uniformly suggest a singular developmental pattern,
many do indicate i that incidental learning increases up to
early adolescence (ages twelve to thirteen), then decreases.
Maccoby and Hagen (1965) have argued that, until early
adolescence, children take in more information than is
strictly necessary, since they are in the process of
learning to code, classify and label stimuli. They are
thus able to report more incidental material than are
adults. At approximately age twelve, children undergo a
"period of development of the ability to shut out unde-
sired stimuli" (Maccoby and Hagen, 1965, p. 288). Results
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supporting this interpretation derive primarily from
type two incidental learning tasks, those in which
several informations compete simultaneously for proces-
sing, and also in which the same information does not
change from relevant to irrelevant, or vice versa,
within the experimental session.
On the other hand, numerous selective attention
studies (e.g. Maccoby and Leifer, 1968) using auditory
stimuli have demonstrated, and many studies using visual
stimuli Gibson and Yonas, 1966 b) have only sug-
gested, the following phenomenon; with increasing age,
irrelevant information interferes progressively less
with performance. Thus, at the same time that the ability
to report incidental material is increasing, an ability
to shut out irrelevant information is also increasing.
It seems reasonable to conclude that having one f s
performance impaired by the presence of irrelevant
information (as in selection tasks) is not the same
thing as being able to accurately report that informa-
tion (as in incidental learning tasks). Indeed, in
the dichotic listening task, younger children reported
more irrelevant , incidental information (that is , made
more intrusive errors) than did adults.
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The task in the present study appears to involve
two cognitive processes: 1) finding the relevant dimen-
sion within the information array presented (stimulus
selection), and 2) selecting which response category matches
the particular value of the relevant dimension shown on
the card (response selection). Thus, for example, if form
were relevant, S would have had to both isolate the form
from the line and star, and to match the particular form
presented—for instance, square—with the appropriate
pile for cards with squares. The results of many incidental
learning studies suggest that before age twelve Ss process
the irrelevant information to a considerable extent and
it is available for recall. Given the results of the present
study, it might be argued that the time taken to process
and select the relevant from the irrelevant information
j
decreases as a function of increasing age. For this reason,
the magnitude of the interference effect—that is, the
difference in sorting times produced by zero and two
irrelevant dimensions—decreases as a function of increas-
ing age. However, the irrelevant information is still
available for recall until approximately age twelve.
Since it is available for recall, it is able to interfere
with response selection; thas, the per cent of cases of
interference remains high until approximately age twelve.
At approximately that age, children become able to block
out or filter out irrelevant information, or it is processed
so little as to be available in a very degraded form
at the point of response selection. For this reason the
results of this study show that the percent of cases
of interference drops markedly after ap;e twelve.
This interpretation bears out Maccoby and Haven's
(1965) assertion that before age twelve children process
more information than is necessary to perform the task
because they are learning to code, classify and label
stimuli. After age twelve, children's performances are
no longer affected by irrelevant information. The par-
ticular characteristics of this study, which involved
both stimulus selection and response selection, enabled
two processes to be reflected in the results: 1) the
magnitude of the interference effect decreased with
increasing age, while 2) the percent of cases of inter-
ference remained high until approximately age twelve.
This interpretation places considerable emphasis
on the percent of cases of interference. The magnitude
of the interference is not reflected in this measure.
Two different measures of interference—one based on
the difference between sorting times and the other
based on the percent of cases of one sorting time being
greater than another sorting time—have been shown to
vary differently as a function of age. These different
functions are here interpreted as reflecting different
psychological processes. However, the different functions
may simply reflect differences in the sensitivities
of the measures. This remains a possibility warranting
further clarification.
Girls' sorting time scores tended to be lower
than those of boys, though a significant sex difference
occurred only in Ss younger than nine years. At no age
did the sexes differ in the number of errors committed;
and, more important, at no age did the sexes differ in
the amount of interference from irrelevant dimensions.
The data showing that girls tended to sort the
cards more quickly than did boys is consistent with the
well-documented finding that girls, from early childhood
on, perform more quickly and efficiently on tasks invol-
ving manual dexterity. Girls usually sit up, crawl and
walk before boys do (Hutt, 1972); learn to dress them-
selves earlier tihan do boys (Tyler, 1965); show superi-*
ority on the O'Connor Finger Dexterity Test and Purdue
Pegboard (Garai and Scheinfeld, 1968); and score sig-
nificantly higher on performance tasks of the Stanford-
Binet (McNemar, 19^-2). Female superiority in manual
dexterity has also been demonstrated in other cultures
(Thanga, 1955). Anastasi (1958, p. 4-71) concluded: "Female
advantage in manual dexterity and in speed and control
of fine movements . . • may arise initially from the
developmental acceleration of girls."
While there has been considerable discussion of
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sex differences in the nervous system (e.g. Nash, 1970)
no consistent data exist in the literature which would
have predicted sex differences in the amount of inter-
ference caused by irrelevant information. While some
evidence does suggest significant female superiority
on specific abilities such as word fluency and rote
memory, and significant male superiority in abilities
involving spatial relations (©•£• Hobson, 194-7; Herzberg
and Lepkin, 1954-)* it seems that these findings do not
readily apply to this task. On the other hand, from
the results of their selective attention task which
used simultaneous auditory inputs, Maccoby and Leifer
(1968) concluded that "it would appear that sex differ-
ences do not lie in the perceptual functions involved in
identifying a brief auditory stimulus in a noisy background."
The results of this study, which used visual stimuli, con-
firm this conclusion.
The results also showed that the nature of the relevant
dimension was very important in determining the sorting
times of younger Ss, and lost influence with increasing age.
The results, which show form more potent as a relevant dimen-
sion, especially with younger Ss, concur with results of
dimension preference studies with children (Lee, 1965) that
indicate that a preference for form emerges about age six.
Clearly, sorting time is a Joint product of the
nature of both the relevant and the irrelevant dimensions.
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If irrelevant information is present, knowledge of either
the relevant or irrelevant information alone does not
permit accurate prediction of sorting time. Furthermore,
the potency of a dimension as a relevant dimension (i_.e.
,
its ability to resist interference) does not necessarily
predict its potency as an irrelevant dimension
its ability to cause interference.) A logical argument
derived from the results of this study demonstrates these
points. When form was relevant, line and star were equally
impotent as interfering dimensions. Without respect to the
the nature of the relevant dimension we might say that
line and star were equal in their potency as irrelevant
dimensions. When line was relevant, form had a greater
interfering effect than did star. When star was relevant,
line had a greater interfering effect than form. Refer-
ring only to the potency of the irrelevant dimension,
if the interfering potency of star was the same as that
of line, then form could not simultaneously have a po-
tency both less than and greater than that of form.
These results are congruent with the hypothesis of Cohen
(1969) that the variables affecting the potency of a
stimulus to attract attention (as, for example, an
irrelevant dimension) may be different from those vari-
ables affecting the potency of a stimulus to hold atten-
tion (as, for example, a relevant dimension.) As Cohen
suggested, these variables may be related to different
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psychological processes.
The results of the present study also suggest that,
with increasing age, the nature of both the relevant
and the irrelevant information became less influential
in determining sorting times. This seems to confirm a
general pattern in the development of attention, that
with increasing age attention is less subject to the
control of specific characteristics of stimuli and more
subject to control from internal information processing.
Gibson (1969* P» 4-56-4-57) has expressed this as: "the
tendency for attention to become more exploratory and
less captive, " more "voluntary" and less "wandering";
in short, a trend "toward optimizing the active search
for information in the world of stimulation" (italics,
mine.)
Irrelevant information did not significantly alter
the performances of adult Ss. On many occasions within
the experimental session, the dimensions exchanged status
between relevant and irrelevant, so that the opportunity
for interference from competing responses was maximal.
As mentioned earlier, no evidence was found suggesting
that this interference occurred. Since this study em-
ployed separable dimensions, the results confirm those
of Garner and Felfoldy (1970), who found adults imper-
vious to interference from irrelevant, separable dimen-
sions.
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The main findings of this study may seem to repre- -
sent simply another demonstration of an already estab-
lished phenomenon about perceptual development. Indeed,
it is commonplace for parents, teachers and child psych-
ologists to say that children are more distractable
than are adults. Referring to visual perception, this
phenomenon has, however, been suggested from data which
are open to other interpretations. These results present
a relatively unambiguous demonstration of an age x
amount of irrelevant information interference effect.
Also, the card sorting task used in this study is simple
to set up, is easy even for the younger child to perform,
yields relatively clear data, and offers considerable
flexibility.
Much careful research remains to be done to discover
i
further factors in the development of selective attention.
^agan (1970, p. 832) has written:
"The acquisition of conditioned responses,
the potentiation of inborn capacities and
the development of cognitive structures all
have been mechanisms to explain growth, yet
each of these depends upon selective atten-
tion to sensory events. Better understanding
of the course of development and underlying
mechanisms of selective attention is impor-
tant in our general understanding of the
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Initial Instructions Presented to
Subjects Eight Years and Younger
This is a game. Here is a pile of cards (shown to S)
and I want you to make two piles of cards. It is very
important to go fast. (E turns over first card). Every
card has a dot in the center and a black line at the top. .
Nov/, all the cards with red on them go here (E points to
the area in front of one of the stands and inserts the red
display card) and all the cards with green on them go
here (E points to the area in front of the other stand and
inserts the green display card). Remember, go as fast as
you can but try not to make mistakes. If you put a card in
the wrong pile, cLon't change it to the other pile, but go
as fast as you can with the rest of the cards. If you do
them fast enough you'll win a prize. Do you understand
how the game works?
OK, let's try it with these red and green cards. (E
puts the deck of cards face down in front of S) . Put your
hands beside the cards and when I say "Go", pick up all
the cards, turn them over in your hand and put the cards in




to Older Subjects (older than eight years)
This is a game in which you must sort a deck of cards
into two piles as quickly as you can. Each pile goes in
front of one of these two stands (E points to stands). A
card which will be put on the stand will tell you which
cards go in that pile. (E turns over the first card.)
Every card has a dot in the center and a black line at the
top. With this first deck of cards, if the card has red
on it , then put it in front of this stand (E points and
inserts red display card). If the card has green on it
,
then put it in front of this stand (E points to other
stand and inserts green display card). Remember, speed is
very important. Work as fast as you can without making mis-
takes. If you do make a mistake and throw a card in the
wrong pile, you can't go back and put it in the other pile.
Push ahead with the other cards. Do you have any questions?
Let's try it with these red and green cards. (E
puts the deck of cards face down in front of S. ) Put your
hands on top of the cards and when- I say "Go", pick up
all the cards, turn them over and begin sorting them into




Instructions to All Subjects
Before Each Deck of Cards
Very good. . . . Here are some different cards.
(E brings out the next deck.) This time, if there is a
on the card (E names dimension), then it goes in
this pile (E points and inserts display card); and if there
is a on the card (E names other value), then it goes
in this pile. (E points and inserts display card.) Remem-
ber, work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
OK? Put your hands on top of the cards. Ready? GO!
Appendix D
Summary table of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) performed
on the sorting times in the main study.
Source SS df MS F Significance
A 71902.4463 3 23967.4821 95.25 p<.001
S 2755.5001 1 2755.5001 10.95 p< .005
1 1810.0017 2 905.0009 37.91 p < .001
D 6369.4867 2 3184.7433 68.26 p < .001
AS 6074.9532 3 2024.9844 8.05 p<.001
Al 1377.3277 6 229.5546 9.61 p < .001
SI 5.9331 2 2.9665 0.12 n.s.
AD 3753.7201 6 625.6200 13.41 p<.001
SD 106.2178 2 53.1089 1.14 n.s,
ID 308.1782 4 77.0446 3.19 p<0.25
N (AS) 16104.6898 .64 251.6358
ASI 139.1958 6 23.1993 0.97 n.s.
ASD 656.9041 6 109.4840 2.35 p < .050
AID 41 1 .0224 12 34.2519 1.42 n.s.
SID 9.6242 4 2.4061 0.10 n.s.
Nl (AS) 3056.0556 128 23.8754
ND (AS) 5972.0602 128 46.6567
ASID 83.3696 12 6.9475 0.29 n.s.
NID (AS) 6177.1667 256 24.1296
A = Age (six, nine, twelve and adult)
S = Sex
I = Number of irrelevant dimensions (zero, one and two)
D = Relevant dimension (form, line and star)
N = Subjects
Appendix E
Summary table of the ANOVA performed on the corrected
sorting times in the main study.
Source SS df MS F Significa
A 69468.2953 3 23156.0984 97.05 p <.001
S 2434.4691 1 2434.4691 10.20 p < .005
1 1774.7695 2 887.3847 30.37 p < .001
D 6133.1022 2 3066.551
1
71.50 p <.001
AS 5370.5856 3 1790.1952 7.50 p < .001
Al 1302.0004 6 217.0001 7.43 p < .001
SI 2.1073 2 1.0536 0.04 n.s.
AD 3579.6260 6 596.6043 13.91 p< .001
SD 110.3798 2 55.1899 1.29 n.s.
ID 276.5591 4 69.1398 3.29 p<.025
WAS) 15270.9696 64 238.6089
ASI 91.0162 6 15.1694 0.52 n.s.
ASD 673.8918 6 112.3153 2.62 p < .025
AID 363.0520 12 30.2543 1.44 n.s.
SID 21 .9587 4 5.4897 0.26 n.s.
NI(AS) 3740.3244 128 29.2213
ND(AS) 5489.6069 128 42.8876
ASID 128.4595 12 10.7050 0.51 n.s.
NID(AS) 5386.4396 256 21.0408
A = Age (six, nine, twelve and adult)
S = Sex
I
= Number of irrelevant dimensions (zero, one and two)
D = Relevant dimension (form, line and star)
N = Subjects
Appendix F
Summary table of the ANOVA performed on the error data
Trom xne main sxuay.
Source ss df MS F Significa
A 23.8549 3 7.9516 6 20 n** 001
S 8.4506 1 8.4506 6 59 n 025
1 1.9660 2 0.9830 1 27 11.3.
D 21.4035 2 10.7018 12 98 001
AS 5.0216 3 1 .6739 1.30 n.s.
Al 4.1636 6 0.6939 0.90 n.s.
SI 2.4290 2 1.2145 1.57 n.s.
AD 5.5872 6 0.9312 1 13 n.s.
SD 2.7600 2 1 .3800 1 67 n s
ID 20.1590 4 5.0397 6 20 001
N(AS) 82.1111 64 1 .2830
ASI 5.2191
f
6 0.8699 1 19 n c1 1.9.
/ .wD*tU ctu 1 177^1 . 1 / / o n cn.s.
AID 14.4707 12 1.2059 1.48 n.s.
SID 6.7423 4 1 .6856 2.07 n.s.
NI(AS) 99.1111 128 0.7743
ND(AS) 105.5741 128 0.8248
ASID 16.5910 12 1 .3826 1.70 n.s.
NID(AS) 208.1481 256 0.8131
A = Age (six, nine, twelve and adult)
S = Sex
I
= Number of irrelevant dimensions (zero, one and two)
D = Relevant dimension (form, line and star)
N = Subjects
Appendix G
Summary table of the ANOVA performed on the sorting times
which occurred when there was one irrelevant dimension.
Source SS df MS
A 51805.2610 3 17268.4203
S 1654.7922 1 1654.7922
X 6045.1626 5 1209.0325
AS 3375.5388 3 1125.1796
AX 3248.2703 15 216.5514
SX 104.9959 5 20.9992
INK AS) 10816.2130 64 169.0033
ASX 448.4091 15 29.8939
NX(AS) 9503.6204 320 29.6988
A = Age (six, nine, twelve and adult)
S = Sex i










Summary table of the ANOVA performed on the number of errors
which occurred on the decks containing one irrelevant dimension.
Source ss df MS F Significance
A 33.6389 3 11.2130 6.29 p<.001
S 11.3426 1 1 1 .3426 6.36 p< .025
X 39.7407 5 7.9481 6.06 p < .001
AS 6.4167 3 2.1389 1.20 n.s.
AX 31.5000 15 2.1000 1.60 n.s.
SX 7.2963 5 1 .4593 1.11 n.s.
N(AS) 114.1481 64 1 .7836
ASX 12.7222 15 0.8481 0.65 n.s.
NX (AS) 419.4074 320 1.3106
A = Age (six, nine, twelve and adult)
S = Sex
|
X = Deck containing one irrelevant dimension
Appendix I
Summary table of the ANOVA performed on the data across trials.
Source SS df MS F Significa
AA 97/73.9051 3 oncni on 1*732591 .301 / 99.1
1
p< .001
S 3577.0417 1 3577.0417 10.88 p<.005
B 1280.5718 11 116.4156 2.14 p<.025
AS 7749.9236 3 2583.3079 7.86 p<.001
AB 1856.8519 33 56.2682 1.03 n.s.
SB 674.2431 11 61 .2948 1.13 n.s.
N(AS) 21044.7500 64 328.8242
ASB 1752.9027 33 53.1183 0.98 n.s.
NB(AS) 38343.1390 704 54.4647





Summary table of the ANOVA performed on the sorting times
of the combined main and supplementary studies.
Source SS df MS F Significance
A 52563.4012 5 10512.6802 44.78 p<.001
1 3155.7099 1 3155.7099 101.55 p<.001
D 7253.0008 2 3626.5004 91.49 p<.001
N(A) 23947.4352 102 234.7788
Al 1442.4012 5 288.4802 9.28 p<.001
AD 3011.5733 10 301.1573 7.60 p< .001
ID 581.8897 2 290.9448 9.10 p<.001
NI(A) 3169.8055 102 31.0765
ND(A) 8086.4259 204 39.6393
AID 745.6103 10 74.5610 2.33 p<.025
NID(A) 6523.3333 204 31.9771
A = Age (six, seven and eight, nine, ten and eleven, twelve, and adult)
I =Number of irrelevant dimensions (zero, one and two)
D = Relevant dimension (Form, line and star)

